If you don"t see it on our site yet call us we have it.

Key products to go years without stripping
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Floor Care System

Go Years Without Stripping
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e-clean® Deep Scrub & Stripper is an aggressive, non-ammoniated, emulsifying
stripper that is concentrated, fast acting and very low in odor. Powerful stripping
action means real labor savings.
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e-clean® Floor Cleaner is a powerful neutral product that removes heavy soil while
leaving a brilliant high gloss shine behind. e-clean® Floor Cleaner is the best
cleaner “hands down” for high traffic, high gloss floors. Stocked in 4/1 gallons. Custom
sizes available.
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For optimal results, use with e-clean® Deep Scrub & Stripper, Dri-Buffer and Floor
Cleaner to produce a safe, clean floor surface. Stocked in 5’s and gallons. Custom sizes available.

Great Products
Great Price
Great Service
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e-clean® Floor Finish25 is a Zinc free interlock polymer coating that dries to a deep gloss
and is extremely durable under heavy traffic. When used with e-clean® Dri-Buffer, the
finish is easily repaired, cleaned, and restored to a brilliant gloss.
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e-clean® Deep Scrub & Stripper is especially designed to remove zinc-free floor
finishes.
Stocked in 5’s and gallons. Custom sizes available.
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e-clean® Liquid Floor Restorer is a unique resurface emulsion concentrate and is
formulated to add a layered toughness to the existing coating and replenish any finish worn away by abrasive foot traffic. It dries to a gloss so buffing need not be done
immediately, buff when dry or the next day.... Ideal for application prior to buffing with
propane and battery operated machines and electric’s. Stocked in 4/1 gallons. Custom
sizes available.

e-clean® Dri-Buffer is a product of entirely new technology that provides the ultimate in
floor appearance, protection and safety at the lowest cost of labor and material. It can
be used to maintain any floor finish including other “green” floor finishes. For large areas
use e-clean® Floor Restorer.
Cutting edge restoration technology provides the “gold standard” for appearance, protection and safety at the lowest cost possible. Use to restore and maintain any floor
finish including other “green certified” floor finishes. In large areas, use e-clean® Floor
Restorer. Stocked in 6X1 pint cases. Custom sizes available.

Huge labor & product savings with
lower odor than conventional finishes

e-cleanProducts®, clean right to get green

Simple Steps, Huge Savings

Great Products, Huge Savings, Low Odor

Achieve the best results with the e-clean® Floor Care system using
the following steps:
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1. Completely strip the floors. Residual finish may cause discoloration
and adhesion problems.
2. Apply two to five coats of e-clean® Floor Finish using a microfiber
flat mop.

			

The e-clean® Floor Care System includes a complete selection of green certified
products. Our system was developed to work synergistically
to achieve years of strip free results.

Week One:
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Proven results in major school districts, high
traffic retail stores and major public housing
properties.
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Why strip each year?
Three Year minimum savings & positive environmental impact

1. Clean floors with e-clean® Floor Cleaner
2. Burnish floors with e-clean® Floor Restorer (Gel or Liquid)

Finish & Stripper Savings

33%

$14,521.00

Total Savings

$46,321.00
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$31,800.00
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40%

		

Traffic Conditions:

Labor Cost Savings

38%
38%
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Regular Maintenance Plan:

e-clean® Cost Savings info

Indoor air pollution reduction
Sewage pollution reduction

1. Dust mop daily
2. Clean floor with e-clean® Floor Cleaner
3. Burnish the floor after 6-7 days using e-clean® Floor Restorer (Gel
or Liquid)

1. Light to moderate traffic: Scrub with e-clean® Deep Scrub & Stripper
every 6 months. Recoat using two coats of e-clean® Floor Finish.
2. Heavy traffic: Scrub with e-clean® Deep Scrub & Stripper every 4
months. Recoat by using three coats of e-clean® Floor Finish.

Recommended Equipment: High Speed Burnisher and proper entrance matting.

329 lbs.
1010 lbs

ODOR CONTROLLED FLOOR COATING
One of the added benefits of the e-clean Floor Finish is its lack of typical odors associated with coatings. Since it does not use zinc and other conventional cross linking the finish has little if any odor.
This means it can be used in sensitive areas in hospitals, nursing homes, schools and other facilities
that the typical process of floor coating presents respiratory issues.
Note: e-clean® Floor Finish 25 generates less toxic VOCs and contributes no zinc to the environment.
Savings are calculated based on ISSA Cleaning Times Calculator. Figures based 100,000 sq. ft.

e-clean® products are powerful solutions that are carefully formulated to give superior
performance while respecting the balance with nature. e-clean® products are certified
safer for the environment and for the user. Clean right to get Green!

e-clean® products is a division of The Bullen Companies, Folcroft, Pa19032
Phone 610-534-8900 • Fax 610--534-8912 • www.e-cleanproducts.com

